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darling, 
let’s Be 

adventurous

Weltevree 
OUTDOOR

As a design team, we stand 
for sustainable design and 
produce a collection of  
products that enhance your 
environment.  In designing 
our products we search for 
both comfort and adventure.  
Our team of dedicated  
designers are all collectively 
attracted to the Weltevree 
mentality.

The discovery and freedom 
we find in being outdoors  
is reflected, not only, in  
our classic products like the  
Dutchtub & the Outdooroven,  
but also with new products 
like the the Swing by  
Thor ter Kulve. Together 
we present the Weltevree 
Outdoor Collection.

Floris Schoonderbeek,  
founder & art director
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Weltevree
dutcHtuB original,
loveseat & wood

Boundless 
BatHing
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With the Dutchtub you can  
explore and enjoy with the  
essence of outdoor bathing. 
This award winning hot tub 
is pure luxury and works in 
a surprisingly simple way: 
using wood fire and natural 
circulation.  
An intelligent construction 
that combines sturdy  
and long lasting materials 
that allow you to use  
the Dutchtub anytime, 
anywhere...

dutcHtuB original
by Floris Schoonderbeek

DUTCHTUB ORIGINAL
BOUNDLESS BATHING
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DUTCHTUB ORIGINAL
BOUNDLESS BATHING
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The Dutchtub Loveseat is a 
2-person wood fired hot tub. 
Its simple construction  
makes the unique experience 
of outdoor bathing more 
accessible. With less  
water, less wood and a 
more efficient use of space,  
the Dutchtub Loveseat is 
ideal for smaller spaces and 
more intimate soaking.

dutcHtuB loveseat
by Floris Schoonderbeek

DUTCHTUB LOVESEAT
OUTDOOR ROMANCE



Luxury does not have to  
be complex. In fact, it  
can be quite simple.  
The Dutchtub collection, 
including the Dutchtub 
Wood, all function simply  
by using a wood fired  
stove to heat the water and 
allowing natural circulation  
to move it through the 
stainless steel coil.  
The Dutchtub Wood  
combines an interior of  
the same high quality 
polyester as the other tubs 
with a durable preserved 
wood exterior, making it 
weather proof and light-
weight. The natural look 
arouses a pure and genuine 
feeling. With the Dutchtub 
Wood you can really create 
your own spot!

dutcHtuB wood
by Floris Schoonderbeek

DUTCHTUB WOOD
A pURE AND GENUINE FEELING

15
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Durability
Each Dutchtub is handmade in  
Holland and uniquely numbered.  
The Dutchtub is made from high-quality 
polyester: a sturdy and long-lasting 
material. The polyester is also weather-
proof and colorfast so the tub can stay 
outdoors all year round.

Includes
The Dutchtub Original is delivered 
standard with a cover, a fire basket,  
a turbo valve and a special Dutchtub 
wok which keeps the heat of the fire 
in the coil.

side view
measurements & water circulation

Weight
75 kg / 165 lbs

Capacity 
650 liter / 171 gallon 
suitable for 4 persons

Materials
Glass Fibre polyester,  
Stainless Steel 316

Wood fired
The Dutchtub is a wood fired outdoor 
hot tub: a fire in the coil warms the 
water in the tub. Natural circulation 
causes the colder water at the bottom 
of the Dutchtub to go in the coil, heat 
up and flow out at the top.

Lightweight
The Dutchtub weighs only 75 kilo -  
this makes the tub a lightweight and 
therefore mobile outdoor hot tub. The 
Dutchtub is easy to lift with 2 people, 
can be fixed to the roof of a car or 
even tied behind a canoe or bike.

Comfort
The Dutchtub Original fits 4 people. 
The sphere in the bottom of the 
tub makes the seats ergonomic and 
comfortable.

Number plate
Each Dutchtub is handmade in  
Holland. Each Dutchtub Original has 
its own unique number plate.

Dutchtub Original Table & Cooler
For serving your drinks or having your 
wood stock nearby.
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260 cm / 102 inch

170 cm / 67 inch

dutcHtuB original
orange

tecHnical sPeciFications
dutcHtuB original
by Floris Schoonderbeek

dutcHtuB original
dawn wHite

dutcHtuB original
orange

dutcHtuB original
nigHt Blue

Choose your own color
For an extra charge we can deliver the 
Dutchtub Original in any RAL color. 
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Durability
Each Dutchtub Loveseat is handmade 
in Holland. The Dutchtub is made 
from high-quality polyester: a sturdy 
and long-lasting material. 
The polyester is also weatherproof and 
colorfast so the tub can stay outdoors 
all year round.

Includes
The Dutchtub Loveseat is delivered 
standard with a fire tray, a turbo  
valve and a special Dutchtub wok 
which keeps the heat of the fire in 
the coil.

side view
measurements & water circulation

Weight
40 kg / 88 lbs

Capacity 
350 liter / 92 gallon 
suitable for 2 persons

Materials
Glass Fibre polyester,  
Stainless Steel 316

Wood fired
The Dutchtub is a wood fired outdoor 
hot tub: a fire in the coil warms the 
water in the tub. Natural circulation 
causes the colder water at the bottom 
of the Dutchtub to go in the coil, heat 
up and flow out at the top.

Lightweight
The Dutchtub weighs only 40 kilo -  
this makes the tub a lightweight and 
therefore mobile outdoor hot tub. The 
Dutchtub is easy to lift with 2 people, 
can be fixed to the roof of a car or 
even tied behind a canoe or bike.

Dutchtub Wok
The Dutchtub Wok keeps the heat of 
the fire in the coil. In addition, it can 
be used to cook food on the fire while 
using the Dutchtub.

Logo Shield
protects you from hot water which 
comes out of the coil.

Turbo valve
Can be used to accelerate the heating 
process; the water is heated in the coil 
before it floats into the tub. 
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185 cm / 73 inch

100 cm / 40 inch

157 cm / 62 inch

dutcHtuB original
orange

tecHnical sPeciFications
dutcHtuB loveseat
by Floris Schoonderbeek

dutcHtuB loveseat
dawn wHite

dutcHtuB loveseat
orange

dutcHtuB loveseat
nigHt Blue

Choose your own color
For an extra charge we can deliver the 
Dutchtub Loveseat in any RAL color. 
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Durability 
Each Dutchtub Wood is handmade in 
Holland. The Dutchtub is made from 
high-quality polyester: a sturdy and 
long-lasting material. The polyester is 
also weatherproof and colorfast so the 
tub can stay outdoors all year round.

Includes
The Dutchtub Wood is delivered  
standard with a cover, a fire basket,  
a fire shield, a turbo valve and a  
special Dutchtub wok which keeps  
the heat of the fire in the coil.

side view
measurements & water circulation

Weight
85 kg / 187 lbs

Capacity 
650 liter / 171 gallon 
suitable for 4 persons

Materials
Glass Fibre polyester,  
Stainless Steel 316,  
plato® Wood 

Wood fired
The Dutchtub is a wood fired outdoor 
hot tub: a fire in the coil warms the 
water in the tub. Natural circulation 
causes the colder water at the bottom 
of the Dutchtub to go in the coil, heat 
up and flow out at the top.

Lightweight
The Dutchtub weighs only 85 kilo -  
this makes the tub a lightweight and 
therefore mobile outdoor hot tub. The 
Dutchtub is easy to lift with 2 people, 
can be fixed to the roof of a car or 
even tied behind a canoe or bike.

Dutchtub Wood Drain
A connection for your garden hose at 
the bottom of the tub. You can easily 
water the plants after bathing.

Dutchtub Wood Table
For serving your drinks or having your 
wood stock nearby. Available as an 
accessorie.

Material
The Dutchtub Wood is made of plato® 
wood. plato® uses fast growing timber 
from sustainably managed forests.
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170 cm / 67 inch

dutcHtuB original
orange

tecHnical sPeciFications
dutcHtuB wood
by Floris Schoonderbeek

dutcHtuB wood

Choose your own color
For an extra charge we can deliver the 
Dutchtub Wood in any RAL color. 
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Dutchtub Turbo Valve
The turbo can be used to accelerate 
the heating process in combination 
with rubber plug.

Dutchtub Logo Shield
protects you from hot water which 
comes out of the coil. 

Dutchtub Rubber plug
The rubber plug is used in  
combination with the turbo and as 
stopper for the water cooler.

dutcHtuB
How it works

Time & Energy
Getting the Dutchtub at 38°C /100°F
± 2 hour, ± 2 bags / 2 cubic ft of 
firewood.
Keeping the Dutchtub at 38°C/100°F
± 1 bag / 1 cubic ft of firewood for  
4 hours.

The time & energy needed for heating 
the Dutchtub depends on the  
temperature of the water and the 
outside air, the quality of the firewood 
and the ability to make a proper fire.

How it works
1  Connect the hose to the turbo  

connection and fill the tub just 
above the logo plate.

2  Chop the wood and make a fire in 
the coil.

3  place the wok on the fire to keep 
the heat in the spiral.

4  put the cover on the tub.
5  Stir the water regularly and keep 

the fire burning.
6  When 38°C / 100°F and ready for 

use, enjoy! Keep the fire small when 
the temperature is comfortable.

Dutchtub Windscreen
Material: Stainless steel
Function: protects the fire from natural 
forces. 
Advised: for windy and cold conditions.
Available for: Dutchtub Original,  
Loveseat and Wood

Dutchtub Handtrailer
Material: Anodized aluminium
Function: For easy walking transport 
by hand of the Dutchtub Original.
Available for: Dutchtub Original

Dutchtub Chimney
Material: Stainless steel
Function: Accelerates the heating  
process and guides the smoke.  
Stokes more efficiently and therefore 
less uses of wood.
Advised: for use in cold conditions.
Available for: Dutchtub Original,  
Loveseat and Wood

Dutchtub Ashtray
Material: Stainless steel
Function: Collects ashes underneath 
the heating coil.
Advised: for use on a terrace.
Available for: Dutchtub Original  
and Wood

Dutchtub Wintercover
Material: Glass Fibre polyester
Function: The Wintercover is extra 
insulated and provides a faster heating 
process during cold temperatures. 
Advised: At temperatures of 5 degrees 
or less. The Wintercover will be  
delivered in the color of your Dutchtub.
Available for: Dutchtub Original  
and Wood

Dutchtub Loveseat Cover
Material: Glass Fibre polyester
Function: The Dutchtub Cover keeps 
the warmth in the tub during the  
heating of the Dutchtub so the tub  
heats faster. In addition, the Cover 
keeps the Dutchtub clean when the  
tub is not in use.
Available for: Dutchtub Loveseat

dutcHtuB
accessories
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Weltevree
outdooroven
& outdooroven Xl

eating  
out-oF-doors 
all year 
round
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outdooroven
by Vanhoffontwerpen

With the Outdooroven,  

Weltevree makes cooking an 

outdoor activity. We want to 

prolong the outdoor season and 

be able to enjoy out-of-doors 

eating and living all year round. 

The additional Cookbook shows 

you the possibilities, joy and 

quality of outdoor cooking with 

the Outdooroven.

OUTDOOROVEN
EATING OUT-OF-DOORS ALL YEAR ROUND
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OUTDOOROVEN
EATING OUT-OF-DOORS ALL YEAR ROUND
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outdooroven
Pleasant garden Heater

outdooroven grill
For grilling your Favorite disH

accessories
cHimney cowl & additional door

BBQ & grill
The Outdooroven has a grill rack  
you can place above the smoldering 
embers to grill and roast your meat, 
fish or vegetables.

Oven & stove
The Outdooroven has a closable oven 
for bread or casserole for example, 
and a special baking stone for cooking 
pizzas. The top of the Outdooroven is 
a stove.

Corten® steel
The Outdooroven is made of Corten® 
steel - a special type of steel with an 
oxidized layer that protects the metal 
against rust.

1

2

4

3

Oven compartment 
Height 19 cm / 7,5 inch
Width 31 cm / 12 inch
Length 33 cm / 13 inch

Firebrick 
Height 3 cm / 1 inch
Width 30 cm / 12 inch
Length 30 cm / 12 inch

Draining 
The top plate of the Outdooroven is 
slightly tilted and has two gaps at the 
back, so rainwater can drain from the 
top of the Outdooroven.

Accessories
1. Chimney cowl: The chimney cap 
protects the pipe from rain and you 
can put the cap in the right direction 
for the wind.

2. Outdooroven Door: The Outdooroven 
Door fits on any Outdooroven (new 
and already in use). When using the 
Door the temperature in the oven gets 
higher and it channels the smoke  
upwards. Next to that you will burn 
less wood, it’s more efficient.

3. pizza shovel: For baking pizza in 
the Outdooroven. Also a useful tool to 
retrieve breads and casseroles. 

4. Thermometer: Magnetic thermome-
ter to use in the Outdooroven. 
You can heat up the oven to the right 
temperature.

Wood fired
The Outdooroven is a wood fired 
outdoor cooker and heater. 
The perforated baseplate provides  
the fire with extra air. 

Cookbook
The Outdooroven comes with the 
Outdooroven Cookbook, a book filled 
with recipes for spring, summer, 
autumn and winter to cook outdoors 
the whole year round using seasonal 
products. 

Weight
35 kg / 77 Ibs

tecHnical sPeciFications
outdooroven
by Vanhoffontwerpen 43 cm/ 17 inch

31 cm / 12 inch

33 cm / 13 inch

19 cm
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keeping 
warm

bbq, grill  
& roast
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Charcoal
Slide the charcoal, which fals through 
the fire cage, to the right in the BBQ 
and grill part. You can grill or smoke 
your meat, fish or vegetables.

BBQ-grill & Smoker
The grill and BBQ have a height  
adjustable stainless steel grill rack. 
You can smoke your fish or meat by 
closing the big cap.

Corten® steel
The Outdooroven XL is made of  
Corten® steel - a special type of steel 
with an oxidized layer that protects  
the metal against rust.

outdooroven Xl
a comPlete outdoor kitcHen

outdooroven Xl
eXtra large oven & grill

Charcoal
Another feature is the fire cage for 
charcoal production. When the fire 
burns, the charcoal falls down.  
Move the charcoal to the right, into  
the compartment in order to heat it. 
On the grill it’s possible to cook some 
delicious meals, like fish and meat. 
When the cap is opened it can be 
used as a BBQ and when it’s closed  
it turns into a smoker.

Base option
There are several base options  
available or you choose for free- 
standing model. The Outdooroven XL 
is standard delivered without a base.

Weight
50 kg / 110 lbs

Oven compartment 
Height 19 cm / 7,5 inch
Width 36 cm / 14 inch
Length 37 cm / 15 inch

Firebrick 
Height 3 cm / 1 inch
Width 35 cm / 14 inch
Length 35 cm / 14 inch

Available accessories
Chimney Cowl, pizza Shovel,  
Thermometer, Charcoal tool

With the Outdooroven XL you’ll  
own a complete outdoor kitchen.  
The many options make it possible 
to cook all kinds of food in different 
technics.

Wood fired
The Outdooroven XL is a wood fired 
outdoor cooker. 

Oven XL
One of the specialties of the  
Outdooroven XL is the large pizza  
oven with a special fire brick for 
cooking pizzas. Due to the extra large 
closable compartment, you can now 
make a pizza for the whole family! 

tecHnical sPeciFications
outdooroven Xl
by Vanhoffontwerpen

37 cm / 15 inch

98 cm / 39 inch

45 cm / 18 inch
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Weltevree
wHeelBencH

an 
active
invitation
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wHeelBencH
by Rogier Martens

A mobile bench, made of  
oak wood with a built-in 
wheelbarrow wheel.  
The surprising combina-
tion of familiar elements 
strengthens the active  
outdoor feel of the bench.

Rogier Martens about the 
Wheelbench: “Moving a 
bench with two people has 
always been a chore...  
This is a bench you can 
easily manoeuvre into 
position. The eye-catching 
wheel is an invitation to find 
the best spot. An invitation 
to be active, to create your 
world the way you want it, 
time and time again.”

WHEELBENCH
AN ACTIVE INVITATION
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Customizing
The Wheelbench is a perfect product 
to personalize. It is possible to mill 
the back rest, with for example a logo 
or name.

Material
Oak wood. The Wheelbench is  
handmade in Holland.

Mobile bench
A mobile bench made of oak wood 
with a built-in wheelbarrow wheel.

215 cm / 85 inch

45 cm / 18 inch

70 cm
 / 28 in

ch
70 cm

 / 28 in
ch

side view
measurements

Front view
measurements

Maintenance
The Wheelbench is delivered  
untreated. You can treat the wood 
with oil or impregnate it yourself to 
preserve its color. If you do not treat 
the wood, it will turn grey.

Customizing
The Wheelbench is a perfect product 
to personalize. It is possible to engrave 
the back rest, with for example a logo 
or name.

Dimensions
Length 215 cm / 85 inch
Width 45 cm / 18 inch
Height 70 cm / 28 inch

Weight
25 kg / 55 lbs

Material
Oak wood. The Wheelbench is  
handmade in Holland.

tecHnical sPeciFications
wHeelBencH
by Rogier Martens
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Weltevree
Forestry taBle
& BencH

dutcH dining. 
rougH yet  
soPHisticated
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The Forestry table is a  
family table made with local  
wood from the National  
Forests in Holland.  
Weltevree designed the  
table in collaboration with 
the Dutch National Forestry, 
to celebrate the quality of 
local wood and the joy of 
being outdoors.

The Forestry table is  
something between a  
rough picnic table and a 
sophisticated dinner table.  
This nice balance suits both 
the indoors and outdoors.  
The design of the table is 
all about the clever details:  
Floris Schoonderbeek  
designed a technical joint 
to construct the table out 
of basic planks of timber. 
This way, the focus is on 
the beauty of the local wood 
- Douglas timber. After all, 
the trees are grown in  
30 years, and we believe 
that the table lasts at least 
that long...

The Forestry table is  
available in 6 -, 8 - or 
12-person version.  
The matching Forestry  
benches come in 2 sizes.

Forestry taBle & BencH
by Floris Schoonderbeek

FORESTRY TABLE
DUTCH DINING. ROUGH YET SOpHISTICATED
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Galvanized steel
Butterfly contruction.

Connections
The Butterflies keep the two slabs 
together and prevents sagging of the 
table top.

Douglas wood
Made of wood out of the Dutch  
National Forestry.

180 cm / 71 inch

255 cm / 100 inch

405 cm / 160 inch

80 cm / 31 inch
75 cm

 / 30 in
ch

45 cm
 / 18 in

ch

45 cm
 / 18 in

ch

235 cm / 93 inch

160 cm / 63 inch

tecHnical sPeciFications
Forestry taBle & BencH
by Floris Schoonderbeek

Optional 
The matching Forestry bench(es)
3 persons  - 27 kg / 60 lbs
160 x 40 x 45 cm / 63 x 16 x 18 inch
4 persons- 35 kg / 77 lbs
235 x 40 x 45 cm / 92 x 16 x 18 inch

Delivery 
Assembled, on a pallet

Maintenance
The Forestry Table is delivered  
untreated. You can treat the wood 
with oil or impregnate it yourself to 
preserve its color. If you do not treat 
the wood, it will turn grey.

Douglas Wood
The wood used for the Forestry table 
comes from the Douglas fir out of the 
Dutch National Forestry. Untreated 
Douglas wood has a naturally high  
durability and is environmentally 
friendly. With Douglas wood, shapes 
may vary; every slab has its own 
character.

Weight
6 persons - 70 kg / 154 lbs
8 persons - 100 kg / 220 lbs
12 persons - 150 kg / 330 lbs

Material 
Douglas from the Dutch  
National Forestry
Galvanized steel
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Weltevree
FieldcHair

a comFortaBle 
wooden 
Farmers 
construction
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After a long day, settle 
down and enjoy the sunset 
or a warm, crackling fire. 
The Fieldchair is perfect 
for this daily ritual. The 
wooden chair is inspired 
by a clever, well-known 
farmers construction and 
offers a comfortable seat in 
the grass or by the stove.

FieldcHair
by Weltevree

FIELDCHAIR
A COMFORTABLE WOODEN FARMERS CONSTRUCTION
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Store
With the cord you can easily hang  
your Fieldchair.

Additional
With a sheepskin your Fieldchair  
becomes even more comfortable.

Foldable
The Fieldchair is foldable, so easy to 
carry and store.

60 cm / 24 inch 86 cm / 34 inch
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side view
measurements

Front view
measurementstecHnical sPeciFications

FieldcHair
by Weltevree

Material
pressure treated pine

Maintenance
protect the seat during the winter 
months and keep it in a dry  
environment.

Supply
The Fieldchairs are delivered in  
sets of 2.

Additional
With a sheepskin, your fieldchair  
becomes even more comfortable.
The fieldchair is foldable, which  
allows you to store it easily.

Dimensions
Length 60 cm / 24 inch
Width 74 cm / 29 inch
Height 86 cm / 34 inch

Weight
10 kg / 22 lbs
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Weltevree
swing

Pick
your tree



With the Swing every tree 
and lamppost can be your 
playground. It’s a mobile 
swing that you can hang 
from various branches and 
poles. Enjoy the freedom 
and choose your own  
backyard adventure, down 
town or in the country!

swing
by Thor ter Kulve

55

SWING
pICK YOUR TREE
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Protection
Rubber stops protect the tree or pole 
for any damage.

Safety straps
Length adjustable straps. Tighten 
them before every use.

Safety
Secure hooks to hang the swing.

120 cm / 47 inch 17 cm / 7 inch

50 cm
 / 20 in

ch

swing
measurementstecHnical sPeciFications

swing
by Thor ter Kulve

Material  
Coated steel, color: Coral Red
Wooden seat and rope

Maximum weight
100 kg / 220 lbs (1 person)

Certification
EN 71-1:2011/prA2:2012 / EN 71-8:2011

Usage
Exclusively intended for private and 
outdoor use. 

Delivery
The Swing is delivered with a seat and 
a rope.

Installation
To be mounted on a vertical pole with 
a minimum diameter of 20 cm / 8 inch.
place the bottom of the frame at least 
200 cm / 80 inch above the ground.

Dimensions
Length 120 cm / 47 inch
Height 50 cm / 20 inch
Width 17 cm / 7 inch

Minimum height Swing 
150 cm / 60 inch

Weight
10 kg / 22 lbs
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Weltevree
stringligHts

sPreads 
ligHt and 
HaPPiness
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These handmade glass 
lampshades are a cheerful 
and romantic lighting for 
both indoor and outdoor 
use. Stringlights are a 
clever way of turning a 
standard string of lights 
into charming lanterns that 
mark a place as your spot. 
There are 8 lights on a 
string. Stringlights spread 
light and happiness!

stringligHts
by Floris Schoonderbeek

STRINGLIGHTS
SpREADS LIGHT AND HAppINESS
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String
8 lightshades on a string.

Colors
The lightshades have 6 unique colors.

Hand blown glass
These handmade glass lampshades 
are a cheerful and romantic lighting 
for both indoor and outdoor use.

stringligHts
8 Pieces on a stringtecHnical sPeciFications

stringligHts
by Floris Schoonderbeek

Materials
Hand blown glass, string light

Specifications
Cable: 220 V
Bulb: E27 (not supplied)

Certification
CE – EN 60598-2-1

Colors
Opal, pink, Green, Savanna, Brown, 
Light Green

Usage
The Stringlights can be used both 
inside and outside.

Connectable
A maximum of 5 Stringlights can be 
connected on one String.

Dimensions
Lightshade
Height: 15 cm / 6 inch
Diameter: ø 10 cm / 4 inch
Cable Length: 12 m / 472 inch,
with 8 lightshades

Weight
5 kg / 11 lbs
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Weltevree
contact

Lets be 
friends on 
Facebook & 
follow us on 
Twitter
 
Information 
For all our latest information &
updates please visit our website

www.weltevree.nl
www.worldwidelocal.com
www.facebook.com/weltevree
www.twitter.com/weltevree
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